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Introduction

Theodor Geiger (1891–1952) belongs to the generation of refugee scholars from
Weimar Germany greatly enriching scholarly thought. Born outside Munich, he
fled Germany in 1933 and arrived in Denmark shortly after. He developed an early
interest in Scandinavian language and was rewarded a trip to Norway after
graduation (Mayntz 1969). In 1939, he received a chair in sociology at the
University of Aarhus, the first one issued in Denmark (Agersnap 2000). With the
German invasion of Denmark, he had to escape once more, this time to Sweden.
Returning to Denmark after the war, he achieved a great scholarship across the
social sciences.

Characteristic of Geiger’s general approach is to view social phenomena not as
static “social facts” but as emergent and processual in forms and appearances. He
was a confirmed positivist throughout, while never shunning away from the
central importance of analytical concepts guiding empirical research (Bachmann
1955/1995; Mayntz 1969).

Geiger played an important role in establishing the institutional structure of
sociology after the war. With colleagues, he established International Sociological
Association and also Scandinavian Journal of Sociology, Acta Sociologica in
1951. The year after he suddenly died onboard the ship bringing him back from an
invited lecture tour to Canada.

Stratification, Class, and Social Mobility

Geiger’s lifelong academic interests cover a wide spectrum: the genesis and
prospects of industrial society, stratification, the topic of class and class
antagonism, and social mobility more generally. His first major study of social



stratification in Germany (1932) broke the spell of the binary Marxist class
antagonism between capitalists and workers. Geiger identified a number of
additional dimensions (as size of enterprise, educational qualifications, and firms
with or without workers). Stratum rather than class becomes central.

Sharing the same objective life conditions may or may not result in developing a
common (class) consciousness. He agrees with Marx that an emerging class
antagonism is important in the formative periods of industrial society, agonizing
the middle classes. Farmers and artisans are in Geiger’s view prone to
conservatism, while the newer strata of salaried functionaries risk being caught in
the middle of the class antagonism. Still in Germany, Geiger expresses concerns
that the uncertain positions of the latter strata make them prone to Nazi
sentiments. However, in later studies, especially the groundbreaking one on social
stratification in Danish society, based on empirical register data since the
sixteenth century, overturns such concerns. On the contrary, the new managerial
and organizational strata may in fact break the spells of old class antagonisms. A
noticeable observation from the Aarhus mobility study suggests that the new
professionals show fewer ambitions to move up the social ladder (Agersnap
2000). Leveling out old hierarchies creates new life options.

Mass Society

While in Germany, Geiger significantly contributed to the infected studies of
“crowd behavior” flourishing on the European Continent (Borch 2012). Was the
“revolutionary crowd” progressive or regressive? With the occurrence of
November Revolution 1918, Geiger joined the German Social Democratic Party.
The proletariat, he surmised, destroyed the asymmetrical power structure of
bourgeois society; it contained a “reservoir” of action that could enfold in two
ways: destructive or constructive. The untamed revolutionary crowd “tears apart”;
it only exists as negation; it is not a group and has no sense of “we.” But organized
as labor unions, student associations, political parties, and so on, the proletariat
possesses constructive power to change the course of history. Dissatisfied with the
politics of the Social Democratic Party, he left the party in 1932. In his view, the
party, caught in an old-fashioned revolutionary rhetoric, was unable to withstand
the onslaught of the Nazi movement.

The distinction between the active and latent crowd was to reappear decades later
in the discussion of postwar politics in industrial (mass) society. The term “mass
society” emanated in post-war American sociology but with a new twist. David
Riesman’s Lonely Crowd offered a pessimistic picture of modern technological
societies: isolated and rootless individuals were easy targets of electronic
propaganda and populist rhetoric. Again, Geiger voiced his opposition, now in the
dispassionate language of sociology.

Freed from lifelong bondages of old ties, modern individuals are entangled in a
web of overlapping networks: intimate family life, schooling, work life, and
political life. The socially isolated individual is a philosophical abstraction. Social
interdependence and reciprocity characterize human life from birth to death.
Family ties are as a rule more feeling-oriented, although inheritance disputes can
quickly change such ties into agonistic interests. As members of labor unions or a



political party, we need not know the full family history of one another; common
interests link us together. Previous Nazi efforts to emotionalize public life such as
the Nation arouse his fears of such efforts. Modern “identity politics” would not
evoke his sympathy. Women – a collection of individuals – do not form a social
group; their claim to we-ness rests on a negation. Like the proletariat in earlier
texts, also women inhabit a “reservoir” of action, the mobilization of which can
assume either constructive or destructive behavior. Women (as workers) in
modern societies are not a homogenous category but inhabit a multitude of
different interests. He offers a plea for emotional asceticism in warning for new
“value communities” to arise around easily deployed common causes that can
instigate destructive activities in crowds.

On a pessimistic note not unlike Max Weber, Geiger fears that modern large-scale
societies forming ever more abstract unions – EU, the world society – risk
generating a cognitive gulf: ordinary people risk missing out of the cognitive
resources needed to grasp rapid social and technological development. With this
gloomy light, he is a strong advocate of life-long education and civic training.

On Value Judgment, Ideology, and the Role
of Intelligentsia

As a staunch positivist, Geiger advances a sharp separation of facts and values,
and subsequently between science and ideology. Factual statements are the result
of empirical observations of “real” things out there upon which observers trained
in science can agree. Value statements are not about objects “out there” but
express the emotional states of speakers: “hyacinths smell very good”; “smoking a
cigarette in the morning (as Geiger himself appreciated) makes you feel good.” A
value statement (what is good and beautiful, morally correct or not) is
theoretically speaking meaningless and lies outside the universe of truth/falsity.
Hence, there can be no false ideology or false consciousness.

Value statements can be “primary” as “hyacinths smell good” while they can also
assume a more reflective form; “there are many persons who enjoy the smell of
hyacinths.” The latter statement invites to scientific observations as to the number
of actual subjects liking hyacinths. Nevertheless, to export qualities of speakers
(subjects) into the world of objects is fundamentally an illegitimate endeavor.
Geiger labels such efforts as “paratheoretical”; herein lies also the genesis of
ideologies.

To claim that “murder is horrendous” is an instance of “paratheory”; it is not a
true neither a false claim. There are societies even today (USA) that approve of
such acts as legitimate. Strong moral statements – frequent in criminal law – tend
to objectify what initially were emotional states of mind in local communities. An
utterance like “hyacinths smell awful” puts a pressure on the speaker to elaborate
her lack of disagreement with the majority. As social interaction in general,
habitual actions, transmitted via language, help naturalizing evaluative qualities
into moral orders across generations.



Why some habits and customs come to dominate, while others fall back in
oblivion and remain largely unknown. Diverse social interests might have
intervened. To claim that customs had “social functions” and therefore were
elevated into “laws of nature” is again, in Geiger’s view, to impose alleged
objective qualities onto social life. We need take notice of our own ignorance in
matters of objectifying moral discourse.

Both being critical of orthodox Marxist views, Geiger has a more restricted view as
to the role and function of ideology than his colleague Karl Mannheim (Meyer
2001). He is critical of the distinction between “particular” and “total” ideologies.
People occupying the same social positions (i.e., professions) tend to foster special
interests as to the values of their positions; intellectuals take an interest in the
value of “free speech.” However, there is no necessity in such relations but a
statistical view of probabilities hold rather. Reflective thought (and education)
allows individuals to break out from such captivities. Geiger is skeptical of
Mannheim’s evocation of “free-floating intellectuals,” an elevated free space.
Ideologies can for a period of time serve special social interests and thus be
beneficial for particular groups in power. Religions are examples of quite stable
ideologies that have served the interests of priests and church-people over
centuries. The Catholic Church is an instance of a belief system having achieved
global institutional power but is in Geiger’s view nevertheless an instance of
(particular) ideology.

Value judgments as to what is good or bad enhance and strengthen group life.
Transmitted in space/time via language, particular interests eventually take on
“generalized” (totalized) qualities and pretend to speak for humanity. Intellectuals
– a group with quite diverse interests – are strategic in generalizing and
objectifying value discourse, sometimes even reified as academic disciplines. The
practitioners of moral philosophy, art history, and diverse humanity studies
cultivate strong professional boundaries in claiming/disclaiming the universality
of their own thought and taste systems.

Critique of ideological thought systems takes two different forms: theoretical or
pragmatic. Philosophers and epistemologists engage in the first kind in
discovering logical flaws or false (illegitimate) conclusions drawn from certain
premises.

The second (pragmatic) kind of critique engages activists in the social sciences.
Marx, Nietzsche, Pareto, and more recently Pierre Bourdieu take issue with the
“social functions” of objectified value schemes in claiming that these serve the
power interests of the privileged. When unveiled, the emancipatory interests of
less privileged classes will benefit. Geiger clearly admits (as did Weber) empirical
research interests in systematic study (statistical) correlations as to behavioral
consequences of various belief systems. As he is strongly against affirming
ideologies with truth/falsity claims, he is not an advocate of activist social science
studies.

Law and Morality



The legal order, articulated in and by the legal sciences, is a highly specialized
form of social discourse with clear practical consequences. Trained in law,
Geiger’s refugee stay in Sweden offered him an opportunity to confront the school
of radical legal realism at Uppsala University, strengthening his skepticism of
value judgments even further. His own contribution to the philosophy of legal
realism resides in the sociological scholarship (Trappe 1978). The development of
late industrial societies with far-ranging differentiation and specialization places
distrust as the arch of the social order. The thrust of modern technical law is to
mediate the forces of such (systemic) distrust. Common values no longer suffice.
The severing of law and morality (as facts and values) is a system requirement of
late modernity.

In an imagined primitive beginning of a social order, habitual conducts more or
less taken for granted govern group life. Normative expressions, eventually stated
as moral maxims, externalize customs across time and space. We do not know
why some customs survive, while others fade away. Beneficiaries have interests in
solidifying some customs into “natural law” – as in the case of nobility’s access to
land. Law and morality intertwine in customary law. A separate legal order
requires that a specialized cadre of legal honoratiores emerges in whose power
(and training) lies a further cultivation, not the least rationalization of normative
maxims into a legal sphere. Positive (written) law is concomitant with the
emergence of state societies with central governing powers monopolizing the
saying and execution of law. Modern state law replaces the moral community with
an external force. The externalization of law enforced by special functionaries
(police and judges) corresponds to the loss of a common value community.
Modern state societies need governing, often opposing, value communities. State
societies may encourage a religiously imposed moral sphere where church rituals
and strong taboos spiritualize values as God’s Kingdom, different from state law.

Martin Luther – and especially Immanuel Kant – pulverized a religiously imposed
morality advocating an individualized morality based on consciousness alone, an
antithesis of state law. Although these two orders occasionally overlap (“though
shalt not kill”), they are as often in starch opposition. In a “state of war,” killing
one’s enemies is not forbidden but imposed by law. An individual might be
violently against law to enforce vaccination on everyone but has to face the
consequences, either imprisonment, fines, or else social isolation. Individualized
morality cannot command unity in highly differentiated societies but must allow
for a plurality of ethical perspectives. Objective ethics, although propagated by
various moral philosophies in academia, is in the views of Geiger a chimera.
Obligations to follow legal norms can be dressed as modern state morality.
However, the obligation of legal norms does not reside in such laws having
intrinsic moral value but rather in the calculus of risk-taking.

The independence of modern law from the moral universe places considerable
demands on the functioning of the legal community. Contrary to laymen, judges
and lawyers need to be informed of principles governing legal rules and have an
obligation to follow them. Geiger draws heavily on the autonomous group morale
in operation among highly specialized professionals in general, and among the
legal community in particular. Their activities are under permanent scrutiny.
Professional careers, especially among jurists, are heavily dependent on the
“judgment of peers” the social dynamics of which have severe consequences for
ambitious legal practitioners. The legal community is, in Geiger’s view,



paradigmatic for professional communities in general and is surprisingly in
congruence with recent theories of professions. Complex social control with a
multitude of interdependent actors secures over time the grounding of an
objective legal order as an interactive social process. A separate moral order can
freely operate in private life, thus opening up a spectrum of moral considerations
among individuals with widely different life interests.
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